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1,000

GOOD
DECISIONS
We can all agree that our industry has its challenges, but these issues shouldn’t be
feared. In fact, we believe challenges present the perfect opportunity to reflect and
grow as a company. That’s why we’ve adopted the phrase Big Little Wins.
Big Little Wins encapsulates our commitment
to continuous improvement, to expose and solve
problems every step of the way and ensure we
are ahead of the game.
Aligned to our LEAN principles, we’re taking
a considered approach to making small changes
to our everyday actions that have a big impact
overall. Focus areas include workplace safety,
wellness, ongoing support and development
for staff, sustainability of our company and the

environment in which we work, and
technological innovation.
This report details our successes – big and
small – and also reflects on the challenges
we faced for the period of 1st January to 31st
December 2018. By sharing this with you, we
hope you can better understand Trevelyan’s and
our future ahead, paving the way for a better
industry for our growers.
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Trevelyan’s

DIRECTORS’
STATEMENT
We are pleased to present to you the Trevelyan’s
Pack and Cool Ltd Sustainability Report for 2018.
This is our fifth annual report where we summarise
for you our packing and coolstore operations.
We provide details of our performance for the
year, as well as give you insight into how we work,
how our people relate and how we look after the
community and the environment in which we live.
A key focus of Trevelyan’s is sustainability –
economically, socially and environmentally.
For us to continue to be sustainable, we seek
to transform any challenges we encounter into
opportunities for our growers and our business.
These challenges include responding efficiently and
effectively to volume growth, better technology
and information systems, addressing the labour
supply, change management and how we can
encourage other businesses to be sustainable for
the betterment of us and our industry.
Change is inevitable, but it enables us to reflect
and grow as a company, for the benefit of us
and our growers. That’s why we have adopted
the title Big Little Wins, to encompass our
commitment to continuous improvement –
something we have embraced since 2011.
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While some changes are based on experience,
many are based on good information, and all are
undertaken with a clear goal of ensuring we stay
ahead of the game.

SUNGOLD
BIN STORAGE & LOW
HUMIDITY TENT TRIAL

INVESTMENT IN TECHNOLOGY

In the next five years, our industry is forecasting
significant growth. Zespri is predicting that by
2023 the industry will produce 108 million trays of
SunGold, 62 million trays of Hayward, four million
trays of SunGold Organic and three million of
Hayward Organic.

Better technology is essential in our business, but
the spend must be relevant and cost effective.
Technology plays a key role in helping solve the
compressed harvest period of SunGold, where we
are relying on bin storage to manage the harvest
peak. The bin storage trial was successful in 2018
and we will increase the trial to 1,200 bins for 2019.
We have improved the design and the technology
of the low-humidity tent in packhouse two. We see
this as the best solution to manage the peak of the
SunGold harvest for future years.

This volume growth means SunGold is now the
peak of our harvest and it comes earlier (mid-late
April). This presents a challenge to harvest and
pack this fruit at its optimum maturity. We are
very focused on getting this right for 2019. We
continue to focus on fruit maturity attributes, such
as percentage brix when fully ripe, average brix and
soft fractile, to ensure growers maximise their TZG
and the fruit has the best storage characteristics
possible – high dry matter and low fruit loss mean
better returns for growers.

Improving information systems has been an area
in which Trevelyan’s will continue to invest and
growers will benefit from the use of the new
Grower Portal in 2019. This works two ways: It
provides growers with up-to-date information
direct from our database, to help them better
manage their business, and provides Trevelyan’s
with better data, to inform our decision-making
process for continuous improvement. Better data
leads to better decisions, better fruit handling,
lower fruit loss and higher grower returns.

GROWING FOR GOOD
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NEW PORTAL
UP-TO-THE-MINUTE
INFORMATION
FOR GROWERS

LOOKING AFTER LABOUR
In 2018, labour shortages were felt across
the country and in our industry, due to a high
employment rate and stiff competition from other
industries attracting overseas visitors. This is a
major concern which must be addressed for 2019
(and beyond).
At Trevelyan’s, we experienced labour shortages
in the packhouse and, as a result, we ran our
packhouses short of the optimal staff required.
To tackle the labour shortage head-on, our
response going forward is to further raise our
profile on social media, to attract a greater share
of overseas visitors, lobby government for an
increase of RSE employees and to declare an early
labour shortage in our area.
As word of mouth remains a powerful tool for
attracting and retaining labour, we must also
maintain a happy, healthy and supportive work
environment, to ensure Trevelyan’s is a great
place to work.

58

%

REDUCTION
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GREENHOUSE
GAS
EMISSIONS

TONNE
REDUCTION

ON 2010 LEVELS

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE FOR ALL

The refrigerant gas used in our coolstores
continues to dominate our carbon footprint
and therefore we need a product that is more
environmentally friendly. For 2019, we are trialling
a secondary refrigeration system which uses a
refrigerant with a lower global warming potential.
This is the best solution available at present, but
further progress still needs to be made in this area.
To date we have lowered our CO2 emissions per
tray by 58% since our base year in 2010. We have
reduced from 0.50kg CO2 per tray in 2010 to
0.21kg CO2 per tray in 2018, which demonstrates
our desire to make a difference.
As part of our commitment to sustainability and
reducing our carbon footprint, we will also be
encouraging our business partners to take a
forward-thinking approach. This includes asking
them to find solutions to any ‘waste’ items they
provide – for example, plastic strapping, plastic
pocket packs and tray liners, which we continue to
use in our packaging.

WASTE TO
LANDFILL

(TONNES PER
MILLION TRAYS)
ON 2013 LEVELS

Using the principle of circular economy, which
focuses on waste minimisation by keeping resources
in use for as long as possible, we will look to develop
innovative solutions with our suppliers to reuse,
remake or recycle any plastic items we receive and
keep them out of the environment.
We are pleased to have had some Big Little Wins in
this area already – particularly with our supplier of
pocket packs, who is now modifying the plastic bags
so these can be recycled.
We continue to be an efficient, responsible and
sustainable business that provides growers with
excellent Orchard Gate Returns. We love what we
do and strive to be better every day – and to achieve
this, we must continue to have Big Little Wins.
Yours sincerely

Alister Hawkey
Executive Director

James Trevelyan
Managing Director

TREVELYAN.CO.NZ
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OUR WORLD
The foundation of our company rests on three key pillars – organisational values
which encompass all facets of Trevelyan’s. Originally introduced in 2011, with the
support of the Sustainable Business Network, these are based on the premise that
we want Trevelyan’s to be a developing business that is economically, environmentally
and socially sustainable.
All our business decisions are undertaken
with consideration to these pillars, as these
capture the three main areas that we invest
in – financially, physically and emotionally –
for continuous improvement year-on-year.
By using these pillars as a ‘lens’ through
which to look at our business, we can identify
improvements to be made and systematically find
our Big Little Wins.

language’ from office to orchard between our
customers, community, suppliers and staff.
This is the company’s third version of the strategy,
as it is constantly evolving through feedback from
staff and workshops with senior managers.
We are passionate about sharing the way we do
things with those around us and this framework
is the way in which we do this.

We believe this framework is vital to the success
of our organisation, as it ensures we have a ‘shared
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OUR WORLD IS A BUSINESS BASED ON THREE KEY PILLARS

WORK SMART
• Excellence & Innovation
• Focus on Quality

RESPECT OUR
PEOPLE
• Healthy & Safe People
• Strong Partnerships with
Growers, Staff, Customers,
Community & Others

TREAD LIGHTLY
• Care for the Environment
• Responsible use of
Resources

Provide consistently
competitive OGRs

Attract, retain
and upskill staff

Mitigate
climate change

Quality technical
support, picking, packing
and cool storage

Support each other
to stay safe and well

Protect
biodiversity

Food safety regulations
and environmental
compliance

Leadership, transparency
and relevant
communications to
growers and staff

Prevent
biosecurity failure

Fair salaries or
wages for staff

Be socially responsible
in the community

Mindful consumption
– do more with less

Our Place and

OUR
PEOPLE
Trevelyan’s is a privately owned company based
in Te Puke. It was first established by Elizabeth
and John Trevelyan with a packhouse in the mid1970s, expanding into cool storage in 1983 and
continuing to grow ever since.
The company remains a family affair and the
board is made up of the Trevelyan children:
James (Managing Director), his brother Andrew,
and sisters Fiona and Kate along with Alister
Hawkey, a long-standing board member.

170

+ PERMANENT
YEAR-ROUND
STAFF

1500

+ SEASONAL
STAFF

5
1.5

EXPORT
PACKHOUSES

HA

35
...11

BETWEEN
MARCH & JUNE

MOTORCAMP
FOR 130
STAFF GUESTS

COOLSTORES
WITH STATIC
CAPACITY OF...
MILLION TRAYS
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ORCHARD
OWNERSHIP DIVISION

ONSITE POLLEN
MILLING OPERATION

• In 2017, a new shareholder opportunity was
introduced for Trevelyan’s staff, in which they
were given the option to buy shares in an
orchard jointly owned with the company.
This resulted in the purchase of a premium
6ha local orchard of approximately 3ha each
of GACK and HWCK, and accommodation
for 20-plus staff. This partnership gives the
staff shareholders a level of ownership by
having ‘skin in the game’.

• No.1 Road Pollen is a partnership between
Trevelyan’s Pack and Cool Ltd and Mat
Johnston Contracting Ltd to supply highquality local pollen for supplementary
pollination. Run from our site, we harvest
male kiwifruit flowers and mill pollen during
November each year. This year’s net flower
volume of 19,689kg produced 209kg of pollen
at a yield of 10.59g/kg.

• Trevelyan’s has also been involved in a joint
venture with Craigmore Sustainables since
2015. Craigmore was established by two
New Zealand family farmers – Forbes
Elworthy and Mark Cox – in 2008 and
has investments in dairy, grazing, forestry
and horticultural properties throughout
New Zealand. This partnership sees 70ha
of kiwifruit orchards being managed with
sustainable principles in mind and a longerterm strategy to convert to organics.
Craigmore is in this partnership to ensure they
are a positive part of the local community,
sharing a vision to enhance the safety, skills
and job satisfaction of everyone involved in
our business.
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GOLDEN KF COMPANY
• New Zealand Golden Kiwifruit Company
supplies kiwifruit into New Zealand markets
with an aim to get more Kiwis to eat kiwis.
This is a joint venture between 10 different
post harvest companies from Bay of
Plenty, Auckland and Waikato. Under this
programme, almost one million trays were
sold into the New Zealand market in 2018.
Trevelyan’s packs for the joint venture
members and provides the marketing
expertise for the Golden Kiwifruit Company.
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In the coming years, we face strong
growth in both the kiwifruit and
avocado sectors.
This is great news for us and our
growers, and to ensure grower
returns are maximised we will
continue to focus on innovative ways
to manage the increasing volumes.
After our 2018 season, Trevelyan’s
will process more SunGold (GACK
and GAOB) than Hayward (HWCK
and HWOB) kiwifruit, as illustrated
on the estimated volumes graphic
on page seven. This growth is
being driven by Zespri’s ongoing
programme of licence release,
carefully matched with growing
demand and developing markets,
and supported by Zespri’s 12-month
supply strategy. Organic licence is
also being released for greenfield
developments, in line with increased
consumer demands in this category.
This will result in our peak capacity
period changing. To manage this,
we are progressing technology
and system improvements. Recent

examples of this are the successful
trials (to date) of bin storing SunGold,
and the implementation of our
new Grower Portal, through which
growers are able to access real-time
information whenever they choose.
We also want to provide a supportive
and welcoming environment,
to attract and retain labour, and
continuous improvements to our
culture will help us achieve this.
We are focused on providing
exceptional service to our existing
growers, attracting new ones, and
also fostering the relationships with
our joint venture and Trevelyan’s
orchard management partners. To
achieve this, we need a solid supply
base, which ensures we can have
an efficient and productive growing,
packing and cool storage operation.

STEPHEN BUTLER

GENERAL MANAGER

2018

KIWIFRUIT
OPERATION
TREVELYAN’S ANNUAL KIWIFRUIT VOLUME
Class 1 Million Trays

We currently pack Zespri® kiwifruit for more than
250 growers whose orchards now span more than
1,200ha from Katikati through to Opotiki in the
Bay of Plenty, as well as Hawke’s Bay and as far
south as Taumarunui in the King Country.

2015

2018 EXPORT KIWIFRUIT
Class 1 Trays
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Trevelyan’s

ORCHARD
MANAGEMENT
Trevelyan’s Management Services Ltd is the
orchard management division of Trevelyan’s
Pack and Cool Ltd. We provide growers with a
comprehensive range of on-orchard services,
plus expert advice to help maximise productivity
and minimise the stress involved in daily
orchard management.
In operation since 2011, our current portfolio
encompasses all varieties of kiwifruit (conventional
and organic) and avocados. With almost 400
canopy hectares under management for more
than 70 kiwifruit and nine avocado growers, from
Katikati to Opotiki, our orchard management
model allows owners to continue to be involved as
much – or as little – as they wish.
Our orchard management division philosophy,
‘where growers come first’, and the core values
mirror that of the wider Trevelyan’s company.

We are proud to deliver the same standards of
professionalism and excellence that growers have
come to expect from the Trevelyan’s name. The
structure of the business ensures we have staff
with experience and knowledge to cover a wide
area of the Bay of Plenty.
We have had great feedback from clients – they
understand that we are not only growing great
fruit, but we are also mindful of our broader impact
on the industry as neighbours and employers.

TREVELYAN’S ORCHARD
MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE:

LYAN’S
TREVE COOL
&
PACK TPCL)
(
LTD

This is all part of our commitment to Big Little
Wins, making small changes in key areas such as
resource use, waste, staff support and training, for
maximum impact for the benefit of our place and
our people.

TREVELYAN’S MANAGEMENT
SERVICES LTD
General Manager, Grower Liaison,
Technical Manager, Administrator

EDWARDS HEENEY
CONSULTING LTD (EHC)

The best part is the growers can see the part they
play in this partnership and enjoy being involved in
the process.

Managing Directors, Operations
Managers, Orchard Managers

ER
GROW

TREVELYAN’S
TAURANGA NORTH

Operations Manager, Orchard
Managers, Orchard Supervisor

ASHLIN AVOS LIMITED
Managing Directors

PULSE AVOPIK LTD
Managing Directors
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Trevelyan’s Management Services
Ltd strives to provide all growers with
the best returns and an orchard to
be proud of. To achieve this, we work
with growers across the Bay of Plenty
region to develop tailored orchard
management plans.
Our contracts run only for one season
at a time; we back ourselves to do a
great job so at the end of the season
you will want to re-sign. Often the
increase in production that can be
achieved through these partnerships
more than offsets the cost of the
orchard management fee.

TREVELYAN’S ORCHARD MANAGEMENT
Ha Managed Per Variety
2013

With both the ongoing release of
Zespri licence and the increasing
popularity of avocados, we are in
an exciting growth phase for this
segment of our company. The great
news is we have teamed up with
several experienced partners (see
graphic on page 8), who have the
capacity to assist more growers.

2014

2015

In the Te Puke area, our kiwifruit
orchard management provider is
Edwards Heeney Consulting Ltd
(EHC). Founded in 2004 by Tom
Heeney and Fee Edwards, this
company is committed to providing
exceptional orchard management
and orchard contracting services
to owners.
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Avocado

We also have a team to serve
our clients in the Tauranga north
area, which is managed by
Winston Stanley.
For our avocado clients, we have
two partner companies: Ashlin Avos

Limited, managed by Ashby and
Linda Whitehead, and Pulse Avopik
Limited, managed by David and
Tania Wills.
We can customise our orchard
management plans to suit absentee
growers, growers looking to step
back operationally or retire, or
growers who are keen to get advice
on new ideas and different ways of
doing things.
The services we provide are varied
and can include everything from
technical advice, conversion to new
varieties or organics, or development
of a brand new orchard. One key
strength is the ability to provide wellsupervised seasonal staff to your
orchard gate when you need them.
We also support our growers to
ensure they are fully compliant with
health and safety and food safety
requirements. Our suite of services is
also complemented by access to other
Trevelyan’s partnerships, such as No. 1
Road Pollen and our avocado nursery.
Our teams are motivated and
innovative. We pride ourselves on
being industry leaders. Our passion
is getting the little things right, those
Big Little Wins that will contribute to
overall improved yields and taste, to
deliver a better OGR.

ASH LEE

GROWER SERVICES
MANAGER

Orchard Development

TREVELYAN.CO.NZ
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Kiwifruit

TREVELYAN
GROWERS LTD
When you join Trevelyan’s, you become part of
our family of growers – and for kiwifruit growers
specifically, you become a member of Trevelyan
Growers Ltd (TGL).
TGL is the registered supplier responsible for
negotiating the annual supply agreement with
Zespri, on behalf of all the growers packing at
Trevelyan’s. Approximately NZ$150million of funds
are disbursed to growers, TPCL and others for
services provided.
TGL has annual contracts with growers for the
supply of their kiwifruit (the Grower and Registered
Supplier Agreement), and annual contracts
with key service providers for the benefit of the
growers, including TPCL for packing, cool storage,
administrative and management services, and
Tauranga Kiwifruit Logistics (TKL) for port and
transport services.
To ensure the diversity among our growers is
effectively represented, TGL is governed by a
board of nine grower directors, who are elected
for a three-year term, along with three nominated
TPCL directors.
These directors are responsible for attending
monthly meetings, at which they are updated on
operations at TPCL and relevant industry issues,
and are there to represent the needs of our growers.

10

Matters arising at these meetings can include:
• Providing mandates for representatives to
take forward to industry forums
• Any potential equity issues
• TGL Pool rules
• Expected returns and forecasting
• Reporting on agreed KPIs
• Dealing with legal, health and safety,
compliance and insurance matters.
Growers are welcome to raise concerns with
the directors for discussion by the board.

THE DIRECTORS
Grower/Chairman
Colin Olesen

Trevelyan’s Pack and Cool Ltd
Stephen Butler
Alister Hawkey
James Trevelyan

Growers
Simon Cook
Murray Cresswell
Kyle Howie
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Mat Johnston
Terry Newlands
Jeff Roderick
Steven Wright
Not pictured:
Stacey Beer
Kaspar Beech - Associate Director

Debbie Robinson - Supply Manager
Kelly Seymour - Grower Payments.

2018 / 2019

AVOCADO OPERATION
TREVELYAN’S AVOCADO
Annual Trays
2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

Our 200 avocado growers can be found from
Matarangi, Coromandel, to Opotiki, Motiti Island
and Hawke’s Bay. We pack all-year round to
supply export markets through AVOCO and the
New Zealand market through BayFarms.

2017/18

For the 2018/19 export avocado season
(completed in February), we packed 297,838
export trays and 238,097 local market trays.
The local market returns are now a significant
contributor to an avocado grower’s orchard gate

2018/19

2019/20
est
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return. We estimate we will pack more than
750,000 trays in the 2019/20 season.
Katikati and Tauranga orchards produced
the highest average yields of 10.15 tonnes per
hectare. Average yields this season (2018/19)
were less variable between regions than last
season (2017/18). Our top five grower export
packouts were between 77-83%, with our
top grower producing more than 30 tonnes
per hectare.

800

’000s TRAYS PACKED
LOCAL MARKET

EXPORT
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BAYFARMS BRAND LOCAL
MARKET AND ONLINE
SALES TEAM
• Avocados, kiwifruit, feijoas and limes are
packed onsite under the BayFarms brand for
supply to New Zealand’s domestic market.
Our online sales continue to grow through the
website www.bayfarms.net.nz
As a partner company to Trevelyan’s Pack
and Cool Ltd, the funds are received and
administered by TPCL staff and their systems
mirror our own, from packing to payments
and documentation. This is an important
contribution to the value of growers’
overall returns.

12

TREVELYAN’S AVOCADO
SHED COMMITTEE

LOCAL AVOCADO
NURSERY OPERATION

• The Trevelyan’s avocado shed committee, led
by Ron Bailey, is made up of eight avocado
growers. The committee meets regularly
throughout the season with Trevelyan’s
avocado team to discuss matters relating
to the industry, including fruit quality,
pooling issues and incentives to be paid
to growers. This group can then forward
recommendations to Trevelyan’s, BayFarms,
New Zealand Avocado and AVOCO.

• Established in 2016, Trevelyan’s avocado
nursery was in response to unprecedented
demand for new plants, which was
constraining industry growth. All avocado
plants at the nursery are grown to the
Avocado High Health Scheme standards.
The nursery propagates a range of pollinisers
and Hass avocado plants, and supplies about
3,000 per year to our growers. We are now
adding orders to the waiting list for trees
available in 2020.

2018 TREVELYAN’S SUSTAINABILITY REPORT

INDUSTRY ORGANISATIONS
• The governing body for the industry is
New Zealand Avocado. New Zealand
Avocado manages research, has biosecurity
and other industry functions and field days,
develops and implements quality standards,
and promotes New Zealand avocados both
domestically and internationally. Daniel
Birnie, our avocado manager, sits on the
board of New Zealand Avocado.
• The New Zealand Avocado Packers Forum
(NZAPF) represents avocado packers
registered with New Zealand Avocado.
Katherine Bell from our avocado services
team sits on the NZAPF executive.

New Zealand’s avocado industry is
poised to grow significantly in the
coming years. At Trevelyan’s, we look
forward to helping our growers (both
existing and new) enjoy a successful
and prosperous future.
Consumers are valuing the health
benefits of avocados and some are
investing in them throughout the
whole season. With our growers
supplying we can service our local
customers all-year round. We
were excited to introduce regular
subscription orders through our
online sales in October 2017 to
satisfy this demand. This has
grown this part of our business
and contributed to stronger returns
to local market growers.
As growers and packers, we need to
focus on quality and do everything
we can to produce a product that
makes it to market in great condition.
The latest season saw some fruit
quality challenges, with some issues
at packing time and extra repacking

happening in markets. We need
to work together to understand
how we can improve fruit quality
through the whole supply chain.
In this area we are working to
understand contributing factors to
post harvest rots. This involves an
integrated approach, with a focus on
nutrition, harvest conditions, canopy
management (including available
light and removing dead wood
from the trees), and also removing
inoculum sources (e.g. wood under
the trees).
Investment in our IT systems
enabled us to improve our pest level
reporting to our 99 growers that
we monitor. Comparison to industry
thresholds helps the growers decide
if a spray is required. This can save
money if a spray isn’t required
or ensure the application is most
effective for a target pest.
Our Avocado Technical Manager
(Jonathan Cutting) continues to
provide fertiliser recommendations

free of charge to our export and local
market growers. These are based on
the grower’s soil and leaf test results,
and include recommendations on
how to improve crops, including the
addition of compost.
With a real focus on soil health,
Jonathan’s experience is shifting
growers from bacteria-based soils to
fungi-based soils, designed to mimic
a rainforest-type environment. We
have a group of about 100 growers
strongly focused on improving soil
health for the long term. There are
trials underway with biologicals
to assist in this soil improvement
process. Jonathan is looking at yearon-year results, past the chemistry
of the soil to its biology, as this is the
grower’s biggest asset.

DANIEL BIRNIE

AVOCADO MANAGER

TREVELYAN.CO.NZ
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Survey

WHAT YOU
TOLD US
Our grower survey is a vital communication tool
with which we get quality, honest feedback from
those who matter most. It’s an opportunity to ask
the hard questions and get real answers, to help
drive the direction of our business year-on-year.

12%*

Both

36%

Avocado

52%

This year, the response rate was around 20%
or 90-plus growers from almost 500 invited
to participate.

Kiwifruit

From those who undertook the survey, we see
an increasing number of our growers are involved
in several primary industries including dairy, beef,
sheep, berries and forestry.

28%

The views represented were spread from
small orchards (less than 1ha) through to large
(6ha or more). Ownership varied from individual
and partnership, through to small companies
and trusts.
The results highlight the truly diverse mix of
growers who are part of the Trevelyan’s family,
from the type of fruit they grow through to how
their business operates, and it’s important to
understand this as we move forward.
* Both or other primary industries including dairy, beef, sheep, berries
and forestry.
** Company: Up to four shareholders
*** Company: More than four shareholders

14

28%

1Ha - 2.9Ha

3Ha - 5.9Ha

44%

6+Ha

HONESTY IS BEST POLICY

When growers were asked to rank key factors
of the business that were important to them,
consistent financial returns was a predominate
concern for respondents. Next were harvest
considerations, having quality contractors for
a fair price available at the optimal time. There
was feedback about accurate grading and quality
packing, along with low loss cool storage that
maximises earning potential.

An area growers told us we are exceeding in is
communication, and the words ‘honest’ and
‘transparent’ keep reoccurring. We’re pleased that
our growers feel they benefit from our approach,
as it is something we pride ourselves on.

From the comments, we understand what is
needed to deliver on these key factors:
• Service Delivery – Providing ‘value add’
services for growers in the form of technical
advice and compliance support.
• Communication – Open, honest sharing
of information.

3%

Other

26%

Individual
Owners

36%

Trust

2

WHAT’S IMPORTANT

18%

%***

Partnerships

Company

15%**

Company
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• Staff & Core Values – Ensuring we have
enough staff who are attracted to roles in
our industry. Investing in staff well-being and
continuing to foster our family like culture.

Part of this is maintaining how our Grower Liaison
staff interact with you, whether it’s face-to-face
‘under the vines’ or at the office, or at field days
and discussion groups, and ensuring they are
kept informed about the latest updates for your
benefit. We also get a lot of good feedback about
‘The Week That Was’ email from James.

We are very impressed with
our orchard managers and our
client / company manager. They
are a credit to Trevelyan’s and I am
happy with the way our orchard
is being managed.

• Governance – Representing growers’ interests
in the best way.
• Sustainability – Leading the charge on solving
some complex issues as we look to the future.

I love the level of
communication that Trevelyan’s
gives us and being able to access
information easily.

WHAT MATTERS THE MOST?
HIGH

Considerable time is invested in training and
developing staff, which is why we believe it is
crucial to retain those skills with us for the longterm. Creating a positive culture, one in which
our staff feel they are safe, healthy and happy,
is one of the key ways we do this. This includes
ensuring staff have the resources they need to do
their job, keeping systems and policies in place for
their health and safety in their role, and making
sure our staff feel valued within our company.
Overall, we’re pleased with the survey results
and believe this continues to be a valuable tool
to greater understand your needs, and how we
can be servicing you and your orchard better.
That said, please don’t feel you must wait until the
annual survey to have your say – at any time, we
welcome you to get in touch with the Trevelyan’s
team on (07) 573 0085.

9.

12.

3.

5.

13.
6.

2.

4.

14.
7.

MEDIUM

10.

HIGH

< SIGNIFICANCE TO TREVELYAN’S >

WORK SMART

RESPECT OUR PEOPLE

TREAD LIGHTLY

1. Consistent financial returns e.g. Good OGR
per Ha performance over time

8. Reporting information in an honest
and transparent way

11. Biosecurity failure – the introduction
of exotic pests and diseases

2. Quality picking done at the optimum time

9. Attracting and retaining quality staff,
and keeping them safe and well

12. Protecting biodiversity – including
pest management and responsible
agrichem use

3. Accurate grading and quality packing

I’m concerned that as Trevelyan’s
continues to grow, the flexibility
of management decreases and a
corporate attitude may creep in. I’m
also concerned about the widening
gap of the single orchard (1 KPin)
grower and the multi KPin grower
and its dynamics on the industry.

11.

8.

< IMPORTANCE TO GROWERS >

RETAINING QUALITY STAFF

1.

4. Seasonal information and collaboration with
us to improve crops for better OGR results
5. Transparency/trust around our systems and
processes
6. High net storage earnings through good
inventory management

10. Supporting growers, staff and
their families with sponsorship and
donations

13. Resource management – including
water, land use, plant nutrients, nonrenewable energy and waste to landfill
14. Climate change – including
greenhouse gas emissions

7. Adherence to food safety and environmental
compliance requirements

TREVELYAN.CO.NZ
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Trevelyan’s

WORK SMART
At its core, working smart is simply about
providing our growers with top-quality service
at a fair price. It is about ensuring we have
the systems and processes in place to deliver
great outcomes.
The key to this being effective starts with
empowering our staff to make decisions based on
our core values and key performance indicators
of quality, cost and production. This drives our
culture for continuous improvement and ensures
we can deliver strong returns to growers.

EXCELLENCE
AND INNOVATION
• Be a profitable business
Providing strong returns to growers and
increasing our market share are the keys to
being profitable, which is vital to the longterm success of the business. The company
needs to receive a fair return on investment in
order to pay for the infrastructure required to
support ongoing industry expansion. A profit
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also enables us to provide competitive wages
and great working conditions for our staff, to
ensure we have a full and talented team.

• Provide consistently competitive
OGRs/ha to our growers
Target: Maintain above industry average
OGRs per/ha
As seen in the graphs, we have met this
target for Hayward Conventional (HWCK),
Hayward Organic (HWOB) and Sweet Green
(HECK) pools.
However, unusually, we have not met the
target in the SunGold Conventional (GACK)
or SunGold Organic (GAOB) pools at the end
of the reporting period (this report details the
December forecast; the OGRs are finalised in
June the following year).
A contributing factor for this was fruit quality
issues. Increased physical damage and juice
from ‘explosive’ SunGold fruit increased the
levels of repacking required and has presented
a challenge to overcome.
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As always, there were many learnings taken
from the season, resulting in some systems
changes. This includes changes to the harvest
audit and the addition of a Low Explosive Fruit
Incentive, which is paid to growers and picking
contractors for lines of SunGold fruit with low
levels of explosives.
There is no separate industry measure for
the SunGold Organic pool (Note: It is
compared to the same value as the
SunGold Conventional pool). This may
change once a minimum volume of organic
sales is established. Many SunGold Organic
orchards have developing canopies and
differing levels of production depending on
when they were established; these factors
have impacted on the SunGold Organic pools.

• Maintain a culture of continuous
improvement through innovation
‘Why not?’ A simple question that can
help solve problems and embrace new
opportunities, for continual improvement

of our organisation. It’s all part of the
LEAN principles, a well-recognised
management philosophy that we have
adapted since 2008 and which informs
our thinking for Big Little Wins.
As part of this, our staff are encouraged to
always look for new opportunities to get
better at what we do. Our tools for this are
evolving, for example our current Problem
and Opportunity process sees ideas from
every area of the business captured and
evaluated for merit.
To ensure this process is embraced and is
consistently implemented across our site,
we have a group of staff from many
departments that meet regularly. These
sessions enable them to train and mentor
others in their teams and to look for ways
to improve. The results of these regular site
inspections are then communicated to the
wider team every week.

DECEMBER 2018 FORECAST
Average OGR $/Ha

HWCK

HWOB

HECK

GACK

GAOB

KEY

$64,126

DECEMBER 2018 FORECAST
Average OGR $/Tray

HWCK

$66,518
$68,859

HWOB

$86,411
$45,543

HECK

$48,674
$140,195

$135,767
$140,195

$119,458
INDUSTRY OGR $/HA

TREVELYAN’S OGR $/HA

GACK

GAOB

KEY

$5.42

$5.31
$8.67

$9.00
$7.16

$7.60
$10.46

$10.43
$10.46

$12.04
INDUSTRY OGR $/TRAY

TREVELYAN’S OGR $/TRAY

TREVELYAN.CO.NZ
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FOCUS ON QUALITY
• Deliver quality technical support,
picking, packing and cool storage
services
For us, success in this industry starts with
grower support all the way through the supply
chain. From each of our key decisions made
around technical, picking, packing and cool
storage services, it is our job to ensure there
is a positive deliverable outcome for the
growers at the other end.

• Adhere to Food Safety regulations
and all other NZ legislation
We must present product to our markets that is
great tasting, safe and meets the requirements
of the grower, exporter and the consumers.
We do this through our Documented Quality
System and its associated programmes,
including BRC Global Standard for Food Safety
and all other relevant industry standards.
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The Ministry for Primary Industries
(MPI) regulatory requirement for
all food businesses in New Zealand
to be registered under the Food Act
(2014) was enacted by 28th February,
2019. The Act focuses on how food is
produced and businesses that have
a higher food safety risk will operate
under more stringent food safety
checks than those considered lower
risk. As such, assisting our kiwifruit
and avocado growers to have the
correct systems in place was a big
focus for the compliance team in the
past year.
Several high-profile incidents of
food tampering were reported in the
media this year in Australia and in
New Zealand, including needles in
strawberries. As well as economic
losses, this kind of sabotage also
degrades our reputation to provide
safe and healthy food, and may have
massive brand damage impacts on
the famers of high-value horticulture
products from New Zealand in the
global markets.
Our systems ensure we have a strong
focus on food safety throughout
the supply chain. This includes
immediate notifications to marketers
if there is a food safety issue that
has/may compromise product safety.
This could include pests, infectious
diseases or agrichemical residues.
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We have strict rules about hygiene.
We have qualified staff sampling to
our customer requirements to identify
any issues. Our MPI approved
Zespri phytosanitary (plant health)
system requires us to check for
pests and apply appropriate market
restrictions, to ensure we are sending
the correct product and reduce the
risks of introduction, establishment
and spread of pests and diseases.
Security personnel and cameras are
present at times in the packhouse.
We load product out according to
market requirements and adhere
to Post Inspection Product Security
(PIPS) procedures. Strict traceability
on every box of fruit throughout the
supply chain ensures we have full
recall procedures if required.
All these systems require skilled
and qualified staff. To maintain a
consistent high level, the quality team
has a strong focus on upskilling, with
a full-time trainer who will mentor
staff on the job and assist them to
gain improved credentials. In 2018,
we increased our number of trainees
from 12 to 20-plus so there are great
opportunities to progress in this part
of the Trevelyan’s team.
Target: Zero coolstore holds.
Coolstore holds occur if packing
or storage defects are found to be
higher than specification. This leads

to a temporary hold on our approval
to load out our product to the wharf.
In 2018, we had two coolstore holds
for storage defects – both were late
in the repack season at the end of
September and early October. These
were large shipping weeks, with
many ships to load, which increases
pressure on the teams with longer
shifts and some weekend work.
When compared to the industry
total of 32 holds for the year, we are
pleased at how we performed in
2018. However, we will be taking the
learnings from this year and striving
for our target of zero holds in 2019.
Target: Product Issue Notifications
(PINS) lower than industry average.
We had 40 PINS this year compared
to 900-plus across the industry in
total. Our main issues were incorrect
size or missing fruit. Information
only pins are also issued for soft and
overripe fruit. Storage breakdown
disorder is a focus for SunGold fruit
as we learn more about cool storage
and maturity of this variety.

CHRISTINE DRAFFIN
QUALITY AND
COMPLIANCE
MANAGER

TREVELYAN.CO.NZ
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Trevelyan’s

RESPECT
OUR PEOPLE
Our people, both within Trevelyan’s and our
wider network of growers and suppliers, are an
important part of our business and we are proud
of the family-like culture that we have created.
Guided by our core values in the corridors every
day, we invest heavily in the health, safety and
wellness of everyone in our team and on our site.
For us, it’s important for everyone to feel like
they are well-informed and valued as an integral
part of our business.
Our lines of communication are constantly
reviewed and improved, to ensure greater
shared knowledge. This has seen the adaptation
of changes in the business, including express
(one minute) departmental updates. At our
management meetings, every department
manager has an allocated time slot once a week
to explain current priorities for their team,
ensuring all teams are aware at a high level what
other teams are working on throughout the year.
We enjoy doing business with our partners
and grower suppliers, and feel proud that we
are helping to positively contribute to the
community we operate in.
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HEALTHY AND SAFE PEOPLE
• Attract, retain and upskill staff
• 64% of our seasonal team were
New Zealanders; more than 75% of this
team return year-on-year.
• 83% of our packhouse RSE team work
nightshift where attracting staff is difficult.
• Our transport initiatives out of Kawerau
have been hugely successful.
• 121 motorhomers/backpackers stay in our
onsite accommodation.
• 9,500 people follow our Facebook page,
which gives our posts extensive reach in
our target market.
• Dedicated staff managing our social media
kept people coming through the door.
With the projected growth in the kiwifruit
industry, sourcing labour will continue to
be one of our greatest challenges well into
the future.
The Government declared a labour
shortage in May 2018, which showed their
understanding of the situation and confirmed
we have their support. Next year, however, we

will need the labour shortage declared in early
April, so people are here with visas for our
peak Gold season and then continue through
with us until the end of harvest.

While New Zealand unemployment figures
were low, and the number of people on
working holiday visas in our industry was
down 10%, the harvest season in 2018
presented some new challenges for us.

We need Recognised Seasonal Employer
(RSE) numbers increased. In the Bay of
Plenty region, the increase needs to be
brought to a level that is consistent with
the growth in our industry, which has not
happened to date.

Like all other packhouses and contractors
across the region, we experienced extensive
labour shortages and staffing our nightshift
was our biggest issue. At times, we were up
to 100 people short at night and 30 people
short across the days.

In August 2018, NZKGI published a report
that quantifies the potential shortage at
industry level and outlines the challenges in
securing staff. This will enable Government
officials to understand the implications better
and support changes needed to meet the
forecasted growth.

Having the flexibility to reduce/increase
shifts, then sharing people across fewer
lines, helped us manage the staff shortages
and give more consistency of work to our
teams. We also worked hard to get the story
of our workplace in front of as many job
seekers as possible at the times when we
needed people, and we had some great wins
along the way.

We look forward to ensuring we have
attractive roles for fair pay and provide a
good working experience for our visiting
workers. We must also maximise opportunities
to keep local staff employed for as long as
possible throughout the season, and work with
contractors and other industry partners to
provide continuity of work in our region.

JODI JOHNSTONE

HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGER
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QUALITY

We provide the best
quality packing and cool
storage.

PEOPLE

FINANCE

• Support each other to stay
safe and well
Management visibly and actively supports
employee involvement in decision making
through our Health and Safety (H&S)
committee and our Wellness programme.
Our staff are encouraged to suggest
improvements to working standards under
our Problem and Opportunity process and
other reporting channels.
The H&S committee is made up of both
senior management and departmental elected
representatives, with the group meeting
every month. The aim is to bring workplace
concerns and issues to the attention of the
senior management team, while also fostering
a conscientious approach to safety throughout
the business.
The Wellness programme involves staff from
across numerous sectors of the business
and those involved meet as required to plan
events or work on projects. We ran two wellattended wellness days offering employees
the opportunity to book appointments with
our partnered well-being nurses.
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Some of the key highlights for 2018 include:
• Revision of the Site Traffic Management
Plan and continued work towards car
park safety.

We value our growers,
staff, customers and their
safety and well-being.

We create value for
our growers, income for
staff and returns for
our company.

• Introduction of a new workplace fatigue
management policy.
• The successful development and trial of
a ‘lone work process’, whereby sole
workers out in the orchard can log their
location and job status for health and
safety purposes.
• Participation in active events – 59 staff
members registered for the City to Surf
fun run/walk.

PERFORMANCE
TRUST

We are fair,
honest and open.

• Ongoing work to provide healthy and
economical options in the onsite café.
• Continued provision of emergency loans
for our staff requiring financial assistance
for issues pertaining to emotional and
physical health, such as emergency surgery
or bereavements.
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We satisfy our growers
and customers with
our performance.

RESPONSIBILITY
We care about our
community and our
environment.

PARTNERS

We respect our
business partners.

Agricultural and horticultural businesses
are becoming more sophisticated. In the
past, the industries were dominated by
sole operators who were ‘in tune’ with the
crop and delivering results based on the
instinct and experience of the operator.
Over time, the reliance on experience for
decision making has diminished while
the reliance on data has increased.
An important part of any data-driven
business is the quality of the data
and how quickly that data becomes
available. It is only a few years ago that
all information sent to growers was by
post – a slow method of communication
in an ever-changing industry. In recent
years, there has been a move to email,
and while it is faster there is still a need
for a person to generate the report before
attaching it to an email.

STRONG PARTNERSHIPS WITH GROWERS, STAFF, CUSTOMERS, COMMUNITY & OTHERS
• Be transparent
We are very proud of our facility and we love
to share what’s going on at Trevelyan’s. One of
the main ways we do this is through organised
tours of our site. We host national and
international guests that have many different
partnerships with us. Some of these are
growers, wholesalers, distributors, retailers,
suppliers, other post harvest, educational and
community groups.
We feel this gives people a real feel for our
corridors and showcases our culture. It enables
us to share our ideas, and learn from guest
suggestions and feedback.

Not only does this strengthen our
relationships with stakeholders and growers,
but we also feel it is vital to connect with the
public and community at large, to give them
a greater understanding and appreciation for
the complexities of this industry.
In association with Zespri we hosted 23
tours in the main tour season February to
May 2018, with around 200 visitors. We
expect this level of interest in our business
to continue.

• Provide relevant communications
We communicate with our growers, staff and

community through many channels. From
our Packout reports through to ‘The Week
that Was’ for our growers, to our Facebook
posts and shift updates for community
and staff, we focus on sharing important
information in the most useful and accessible
way. We have had a strong focus on digital
innovations and we have an Information
Systems team of developers and analysts
that enables us to be nimble and create
our own solutions. We can often refine
our information systems to respond to any
seasonal or customer requirements reasonably
quickly in-house.

Therefore, to make the delivery of
information to growers even faster,
we have this year developed a Grower
Portal. This portal reads directly from our
database, meaning growers can login
anytime and generate a report using the
most up-to-date information we have.
Over the next year we will continue to
develop this portal, adding more data
sources, until growers have access to
all the data they need to manage their
business from just one source.

PHIL ALLISON

INFORMATION SYSTEMS
MANAGER
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• Show leadership
We make responsible decisions, all of which
are in line with our core values, and report
them back to our growers and staff in an
accountable way.
Many of our staff hold governance positions
on various groups and industry bodies. This
is important as we need to ensure our views
(or the views of our growers) are represented
when key decisions are being made. It also
enables us to engage and collaborate with
cross-industry partners.
Trevelyan’s is a member of the Te Puke
Economic Development Group, EPIC
Te Puke, Priority One, Sustainable Business
Network, NZISM NZ Institute for Safety
Management, COKA and Te Puke Fruit
Growers association.
The following is an example of some of the
various groups and industry bodies our staff
are involved with:
James Trevelyan:
G4 Kiwi Supply Ltd – Director, Organic
Management Committee (OMC) and
Tauranga Moana Biosecurity Centre
Leadership Team (TMBC)

Stephen Butler:
TKL Logistics Ltd – Director, G4 Kiwi Supply
Ltd – Representative, Te Puke Economic
Development Group – Vice Chair

SPONSORSHIP AND DONATIONS
• Be socially responsible to the
community
Looking after growers, staff and our community
is important to us, which is why we support
many local schools, health initiatives, sports,
music and community groups from which our
growers, staff and their families benefit.

Debbie Robinson:
Supplier Representative of Trevelyan Growers
Limited at Industry Supply Group (ISG), G4
Kiwi Supply Ltd – Representative, Kiwifruit
Supplier Group (KSG) and NZ Kiwifruit
Growers Incorporated (NZKGI)
Jodi Johnstone:
BOP Labour Governance Group, including
Accommodation and Transport, Business
Analysis and Immigration working groups

Our Sponsorship and Donations policy
allows us to support local activities that are
linked to our organisation directly while our

2018 FUNDS INVESTED IN OUR COMMUNITY

John Lewitt:
Market Access and Crop Protection
Steering Committees, G4 Kiwi Supply Ltd –
Representative
Daniel Birnie:
NZ Avocado Board – Director
Christine Draffin:
AIC Consultative Group and Zespri Food
Safety Forum

5,892

6,346

$

EDUCATION

ENVIRONMENT

$

SPORT

6,311

$

1,112

ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

HEALTH

TOTAL $
$10,000

5,172

$

$

Neo Cairns:
Certified Organic Kiwifruit
Association (COKA)
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13,209

$

0
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Community Care programme addresses social
need in the wider community. As shown in
the graphic, we have recently invested more
funds into environmental organisations such
as Otanewainuku Kiwi Trust and Maketu
Ongatoro Wetland Society, more details about
this are on page 28. We believe this improves
the region we operate in, our relationship with
the community, and makes Te Puke a great
place to live, work and play.

1,863

$

ARTS

174

$

EMERGENCY
RELIEF

40,078

$20,000

SOCIAL
WELFARE

$30,000

$40,000

CASE STUDY ONE:
We are exceptionally proud
to support the Te Puke Rugby
Academy and, like us, they too had
a successful and enjoyable year!
The team hosted 10 students from
Japan to attend and train with the
Academy – they had heard about
the programme’s success, and
wanted to be involved and develop
their own players.
The Academy celebrated a
milestone membership moment
too, with Lennex Mohi becoming
the first girl to be selected to join
the programme.
Darren Harvey (director)
also reports all members of

CASE STUDY TWO:
the Academy achieved 98%
attendance or higher at school.
The teams also had great
success at the 2018 Anchor
AIMS Games. The Boys Sevens
team won the BOP Invitational
Sevens Tournament and the
BOP Poverty Bay Intermediate
Sevens Tournament, before taking
out the top title in the finals. The
Girls Sevens team also won their
division in the BOP Poverty Bay
Intermediate Sevens Tournament.
The winning streak continued
with Te Puke Tai Mitchell winning
the regional tournament, making
them back-to-back champions.

Another exciting project we
supported in 2018 was EPIC Te
Puke’s Boomerang Bags project,
which is part of an initiative to
make Te Puke plastic bag free.
Now in more than 850
communities globally, this
grassroots movement is about
engaging communities, upcycling
materials, reducing plastic
consumption and fostering
sustainable behaviour.
This project has gathered
momentum in our community
with volunteers giving their

time to cut, sew, help organise
or collect donated and recycled
materials. The idea is to reduce the
use of plastic bags by having an
alternative that is freely available
in and around town for people
to grab if they are caught short
without their own bags.
The sewing bee events that
started in 2018 continue to build
connections in our community.
The next step is to have ‘take home
packs’ available, to enable more
people to get involved and get
creative in their own time.

TREVELYAN.CO.NZ
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Trevelyan’s

TREAD LIGHTLY
We are reliant on the environment for helping
us deliver quality fruit to the world, as well as
for our quality of life. It’s important we take a
conscientious and forward-thinking approach
to protecting nature.
From being responsible for our impact on
climate change, to enhancing biodiversity and
taking steps to reduce our waste in all areas,
each one of these areas presents opportunities
for Big Little Wins.
It’s all part of our commitment to continually
review processes and procedures in all areas
of Trevelyan’s, every day, to help reduce our
footprint and enhance the way we live.

CARE FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
•

Mitigate climate change
Climate change is defined as any significant
long-term change in the average weather
patterns of a region (or our globe) over a
period of time. It is about the frequency
and intensity of variations to the weather
e.g. drought or heatwaves, floods or storms.
Changes in average temperatures and
rainfall affect growing conditions and
pollination, and can lead to changes in pest
and diseases as well.
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Climate change is not just an environmental
issue – it has social and economic implications
too. Communities displaced by extreme
weather events and the cost of repairing
damaged infrastructure are all part of the
picture.
Mitigating climate change is about limiting the
amount of greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs)
that we (humans) contribute to nature. It may
also be achieved by increasing the capacity
of carbon sinks e.g. through reforestation.
It is about keeping the climate stable for
future generations and it will include new jobs
in ‘clean’ industries, better transport, and
cleaner air and water.
This transition could take decades and will
require fundamental changes to the economy.
Shifting to a low-emission economy presents
opportunities to do things differently.
Examples of this are the transition to electric
vehicles and the government’s goal to plant
one billion trees by 2028.
For our part in reducing our greenhouse gas
emissions, we have monitored and reported
our organisational CO2 emissions with a
carbon inventory reporting tool since our
base year of 2010. This tool has shown us that
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our biggest contributor to CO2 emissions
is through the loss of coolstore refrigerant
gas. We have a strong focus on preventative
maintenance in our plant to avoid these losses.
We are also working with our supplier to
transition to lower global warming potential
(GWP) refrigerant gases.

tray in our base year of 2010, a reduction of
58%. Our total emissions for 2018 are 20%
less than our 2010 levels despite increasing
our production by 48% in this time. We are
well on our way towards reducing our total
CO2 emissions by 45% by 2030.

Our 2018 result is 0.21kgCO2e per class 1
tray, compared to 0.50kgCO2e per class 1

2018 GREENHOUSE
GAS (GHG)
Emissions Intensity

0.50kg

KEY

2010

CO2e

2018

0.21kg
CO2e

KG CO 2e PER CLASS 1 TRAY

2018 TOTAL
GREENHOUSE GAS
(GHG) EMISSIONS
Tonnes CO2e by Scope

2,844

2010

1,249

2018
0
KEY

500

894
1,519

1,000

SCOPE 1

Fuel & refrigerant

1,500

196

389

2,000 2,500 3,000 3,500 4,000
SCOPE 2
Electricity

SCOPE 3

Freight & flights

Tackling climate change is an
ever-increasing issue, but 2019 is
shaping up to be a crunch year for
approaching this head on. People
have said this for many years now,
but we have really reached a critical
point and need to see stronger
commitments from businesses, city/
district councils and individuals.
The Zero Carbon Act and Climate
Commission will help things along,
but they won’t actually reduce the
emissions. A key step is getting
buy-in from businesses and
individuals to the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change’s 2030
target. The IPCC states that in order
to keep the average temperature
increases to around 1.5 degrees,
global CO2 emissions need to be
reduced by at least 45% by 2030,
nitrous oxide and refrigerants need
to be cut by similar amounts, and
methane needs to be on a pathway to
at least 35% reduction by 2050. That
means we all need to play our part
here in New Zealand.

GLEN CROWTHER

SUSTAINABLE
BUSINESS NETWORK

• Preserve or enhance the natural
environment for future generations
With an increased awareness of environmental
degradation and extreme or disruptive
weather events, public pressure has come on
businesses to ensure we are managing our
impact on natural systems.
Our Environmental Management Plan
ensures correct procedures are implemented
for care of the natural environment, including
observing all relevant environmental and
local authority legislation and regulations.
The plan details how we manage chemicals,
weeds, pests, waste (including reject fruit and
packaging), water, energy and climate change
mitigation. Our sustainability framework
ensures we constantly ask ourselves, ‘Are we
treading lightly?’
This was recognised at The Horticulture
Conference in July 2018, where we were
awarded the inaugural Environmental
Award by Horticulture NZ. This award was
in recognition of our work to develop and
implement a sustainability framework, and for
our initiatives to encourage and engage with
our growers, staff and others.

We were also finalists in the Primary
Industries New Zealand Awards in two of
the five categories – the Safe and Healthy
Work Environments Award and the Minister’s
Award. Both categories recognised our
commitment to good employment conditions
and employee health, safety and well-being.

The 2018 Bay of Plenty Ballance Farm
Environment Supreme Award was won by our
organic kiwifruit growers Mark and Catriona
White. This award celebrates good farm
practices, which promote sustainable land
management. We congratulate the Whites
on their win.

While we were unsuccessful in the win, we
were honoured to be a finalist. It was great
to be recognised by Minister of Agriculture
Damien O’Connor, who commented that
good employers help to attract and develop
the skills we need for today and tomorrow.

We understand that one of the main priorities
for our industry is agrichemical use, and we
welcomed Gordon Skipage to our team as
Kiwifruit Technical Manager in April 2018
to further support our growers in this area.
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Protect biodiversity
www.maketuwetlands.org.nz

Other ways in which we are assisting the
preservation of the natural environment
include supporting some great local groups.
We are a corporate member of the Maketu
Ongatoro Wetland Society (MOWS).
The group supports the conservation and
restoration of the Lower Kaituna River,
Maketu Ongatoro and Little Waihi estuaries
and their associated wetlands. They do this
through pest trapping, pest plant control,
planting native species, dune and vegetation
surveys, and by monitoring the populations of
birds, reptiles and invertebrates in the area.
We are also continuing our support of the
Otanewainuku Kiwi Trust, funding the
development of new signage in Otanewainuku
Forest. With 1,200 hectares of virgin
podocarp bush and several bush tracks, the
signs will help visitors learn about the natural
and cultural significance of the area, and will
strengthen the conservation and educational
messages from the trust. These signs are being
developed in consultation with Department
of Conservation, Waitaha Iwi and Bay
Conservation Alliance.
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The future of growing in New Zealand
continues to evolve, with products
and technologies changing to meet
customer and grower demands. The
ongoing tension is how to produce
‘more’ while using ‘less’ – less water,
fertiliser and agrichemicals, for a
reduced impact on the environment.
At Trevelyan’s, we support
Zespri’s ‘must-win’ commitment to
sustainability, to reduce the impact
of growing on the environment while
also finding ways to remain profitable.
In the past 12 months we’ve offered
our growers support and guidance on
new and emerging technologies (and
some old ones too). We’ve held field
days on stringing Gold3 replacement
canes, using reflective ground
matting to improve fruit attributes
and exploring frost management
alternatives that don’t rely on water
or large-scale frost fans.
The Trevelyan’s Spray Guides adopt
a ‘less is more approach’, where
Integrated Pest Management (IPM)
principles are applied to get the
best possible impact, while using
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the ‘softest’ approach possible.
Alternatives to ‘hard chemistry’
are increasingly coming to market.
Biological products such as KiwiVax®
and AureoGold® are being adopted by
Trevelyan’s and our growers, and are
considered effective alternatives to
existing Psa control products, such
as copper and bactericides.
Future field day events will focus on
further understanding the growing
environment and how this can impact
on productivity. Knowledge on soil
health, its structure and efficient
use of water will directly benefit the
orchardist by allowing them to make
smarter, more informed decisions
that allows for better plant health and
performance. The science of growing
is always changing and Trevelyan’s is
committed to being at the forefront of
this evolution.

GORDON SKIPAGE

TECHNICAL MANAGER

• Prevent biosecurity failure
As reported on page 15, one of the biggest
reported risks to our industry is the
introduction of new or exotic pests and
diseases. At our borders, there is ongoing
monitoring and eradication or management
of any unwanted arrivals.
Biosecurity 2025 is a partnership between
individuals, iwi, hapū, non-government
organisations, industries, businesses,
community groups, and central, regional
and local government. It provides a common
direction for the collective efforts of all
participants in the biosecurity system
and takes a future-focused look at how to
strengthen the biosecurity system in the
face of increasing pressures, including the
changing scale and complexity of global trade
and travel. The work underway is vital in
shaping the long-term outlook of biosecurity
in New Zealand and in driving New Zealand’s
biosecurity system over the next decade.
The programme focuses on five key areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A biosecurity team of 4.7 million.
A toolbox for tomorrow.
Smart, free-flowing information.
Effective leadership and governance.
Tomorrow’s skills and assets.

OUR BIGGEST THREATS

For our part, managing director James
Trevelyan is on the Tauranga Moana
Biosecurity Capital Leadership team (TMBC).
Launched in October 2018, TMBC is an iwidriven collaboration amongst Western Bay of
Plenty iwi, industry, businesses, organisations,
and community groups to develop a
programme with a ‘coalition of the willing’
that connects, creates and activates actions
to make Tauranga Moana a biosecurity capital
and supports one of Biosecurity 2025’s main
goals of building a biosecurity team of 4.7
million New Zealanders.
The world is increasingly connected through
trade and travel, and the early detection of
any unwanted visitors is critical to managing a
response. One of the first programmes under
TMBC has been sentinel gardens (pictured)
which contain host plants that are attractive
to specific pests and diseases. They could
provide early warning indications of insects or
pathogens so are monitored regularly for any
signs out of the ordinary.
This important message has been shared by us
through the biosecurity movement titled Ko
Tātou This Is Us, an initiative under Biosecurity
2025, which recognises the role that every

Fruit flies are the kiwifruit industry’s most
unwanted biosecurity threat. Any incursion
can severely impact horticulture crops and will
restrict where we can sell our fruit. The high-risk
period for fruit flies is September to June. MPI’s
fruit fly surveillance programme includes more
than 7,500 pheromone traps which are checked
regularly nationwide.

New Zealander needs to play in preventing
pests and diseases from getting into
New Zealand or helping to stop their spread
if they do get here. The movement highlights
that biosecurity protects our way of life and
our livelihoods, so it is important everyone is
participating in biosecurity.
Kiwifruit Vine Health (KVH) manages
the wider biosecurity readiness response
and operational role on behalf of the
kiwifruit industry. They are a key partner
in Biosecurity 2025 and actively took
part in its development. They established
KiwiNet, a network of people from across the
kiwifruit industry who invest in biosecurity
readiness and provide resources to respond
to biosecurity incursions. KiwiNet exists to
ensure we have a co-ordinated approach of
knowledgeable people in our industry for
when we need them.

The trapping network is designed for early
detection of a breeding population, using three
different lures to detect several species.
Between 1989 and the end of 2018, there have
been nine recorded fruit fly interceptions, of
which six were the Queensland Fruit Fly (QFF).
At the time of writing this report, responses to
detections in Otara (single male Facialis fruit
fly), Devonport and Northcote (both single male
QFF) were underway.
The second most unwanted threat to kiwifruit is
the Brown Marmorated Stink Bug (BMSB).
The risk of it entering New Zealand is listed as
high as it can hitchhike on objects, such as cars,
shipping containers, personal effects from
visitors, mail and cargo.

For example, there were several detections
on car carriers arriving from Japan in 2018
that led to the introduction of new rules
around treatment and cleaning offshore as
part of an approved system to gain entry to
New Zealand. If the bug were to enter
New Zealand, it would have no problem
establishing a population due to our suitable
climate and abundance of host material.
If an incursion were to occur, the Environmental
Protection Authority (EPA) has taken
significant steps to combat this by approving
the release of a natural predator, the tiny
Samurai Wasp.
The BMSB high-risk season is September to
April, and during this time last season (20172018) there were more than 2,200 BMSB
intercepted, demonstrating how real the risk is.
As such, it is important to remain vigilant. A pilot
surveillance programme has been established to
provide early warning of BMSB incursions, which
consists of lure traps at more than 25 high-risk
transitional facilities throughout the country.
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• Be mindful of consumption,
do more with less
With a global population of more than seven
billion people and with rising living standards
across the world, demand for Earth’s resources
is increasing rapidly. Trends towards lower
impact living, such as the zero waste, tiny
house and sharing economy movements, are
strengthening in response.
The traditional ‘Take, Make, Break’ linear model
of managing resources is transitioning to a
more circular model, where resources used are
kept in use for as long as possible, rather than
continuously extracting more from nature.

• Encourage everyone to improve
sustainability pratices
We share our understanding of these concepts
as widely as possible to drive innovation and
savings, for a better environmental outcome.
We do this in our staff inductions, our
contractor agreements and purchasing
decisions – changes that have led to many
Big Little Wins.
Other sustainable practices we have
introduced as part of our continuous
improvement include:
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• We removed the general waste bins from the
main lunch area. This has a two-fold effect
– all staff must take all their own plastic
food waste packaging home with them so, in
time, this has encouraged them to bring zero
waste lunches, making people accountable
and aware of their own choices.

TREVELYAN’S 2018 FULL SEASON WASTE STREAMS
Total tonnes
CARDBOARD
RISER WASTE AND DUST

• We have only one general waste skip bin
and it is behind a locked fence, ensuring
only our Waste Co-ordinator can dump
rubbish into it.

WASTE TO LANDFILL
SHRINK WRAP AND TRAY LINERS

• We have a ‘Red Tag’ process – anything
unwanted, to-be-fixed or to-be-repurposed
items from staff, we ask them to send out
a photo on email and if it’s useful to you,
it’s yours. As they say, one person’s trash is
another person’s treasure!

LABEL BACKING
POLYPROPOLENE STRAPPING
MIXED RECYCLING

• Construction contractors (or similar) who
set up a worksite are provided with recycling
bins and encouraged to take non-recyclables
away with them where possible.
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RECYCLING
ECONOMY

POLYETHENE POCKET PACKETS
COLOUR PLASTIC (PACKAGING)

• We return plastic milk bottles to our supplier.
• We return 20L chemical containers to
our suppliers or use the Ag-recovery
programme.

CIRCULAR
ECONOMY
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• After a recent round of printer
replacements, we arranged with Brother to
return polystyrene packaging for recycling
by Croxley in Auckland.
• After a price increase for our co-mingled
recycling collection, we built a custom
sorting table to enable us to remove the
glass and recycle this separately.

CARDBOARD
More than 200 tonnes of cardboard is baled
onsite and sold. The value of this varies depending
on commodity prices. In 2018, we did an analysis
of what the 200-plus tonnes of cardboard
was and discovered a surprising amount is the
packaging around our flat-pack kiwifruit boxes.
As such, we have been working with our
supplier to assist us in handling this volume of
cardboard waste.

RISER WASTE AND DUST

We combine more than 1,400 bins of leaves and
dust from the production lines, prunings from
our onsite gardens and flowers from the pollen
mill to make 200-plus tonnes of compost in

our onsite windrow system. Introduced in 2014,
and developed in accordance with ZespriGAP,
BioGro and Kiwifruit Vine Health requirements,
this closed loop solution gives Trevelyan’s the
opportunity to manage many of our own waste
streams and make savings on waste disposal costs.

LABEL BACKING

Packing more than 450 million pieces of kiwifruit
a year sees us generate in excess of 14 tonnes of
fruit label backing paper. A silica/glassine backed
paper, which is not suitable for paper recycling. We
have diverted approximately 50 tonnes of this from
landfill between 2013 and 2018 by repurposing this
waste stream into bedding for calves.
Certified as compostable and non-toxic, the
material is very absorbent, creating a great
environment in which to raise the calves or pigs in.
Over time, the product degrades into a blended
product of compostable goodness. A big thanks
goes to the local vet and some of our awesome
growers for working with us to solve this problem.
We have a way to go yet, to design a smart plasticfree and efficient transport and handling system
in the future, but we are working on it – so watch
this space!
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POLYPROPYLENE STRAPPING
We have diverted approximately 40 tonnes of
polypropylene strapping from landfill between
2013 to 2018. Before the China National
Sword Policy was introduced, this was baled
onsite and collected for free (buckles removed).
Since then we have paid the same price as
landfill (transport additional) to have it pelletised
here in New Zealand and returned to China to
be remade. For 2019, we have some exciting
innovations that will enable us to re-use the
strapping within our own processes, and we look
forward to the savings this will deliver.

POCKET PACKS
AND PACKAGING
Our PET pocket packs are made in New Zealand
and contain some food safe guaranteed recycled
material. Prior to the changes in China we were
able to divert approximately 20 tonnes from
landfill between 2014 and 2017.
The plastic bags that the pocket packs come in
are another waste stream for us and we have
worked with the supplier to ensure we have a
recycling option for these in 2019 – a great
collaboration and a Big Little Win!

SHRINK WRAP
AND TRAY LINERS
Packaging shrink wrap, tray liners and poly bags
are all clear PE. They are important in that
they keep packaging clean to meet food safety
requirements and ensure the fruit quality is
maintained. These are all collected at source and
processed through our baler. These have value
on the commodity market and we have diverted
approximately 70-plus tonnes of clear PE from
landfill between 2013 and 2018.
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In 2018, the Ministry for the Environment
commissioned Colmar Brunton to
research New Zealanders’ attitudes
to the environment, including climate
change, water and waste (1000+ views).
Of those surveyed, 50% of them are very
or extremely worried about the impacts
of waste. Reducing waste is rated as the
second (equal) most important challenge
facing New Zealand over the next 20
years (behind reducing poverty).
This is reflected across the world in
trends from key markets, where our
customers are requesting lower waste
and more recyclable options. With
the appointment of Rachel Depree to
Zespri, the importance of managing
plastic packaging responsibly has been
highlighted as a key challenge for our
industry to address and we look forward
to these conversations in the future.
In 2017, China passed the National Sword
Policy, which permanently banned the
import of plastic waste, as of January
2018. This has had a significant impact
on our plastic recycling systems. As a
result, we have had to landfill some of our
stockpiled plastics, as have a number of
recycling companies across the country.

With the loss of the soft plastics and
other recycling avenues we did have,
the Government has responded with
the introduction of a ban on single-use
plastic shopping bags in retail outlets
from July 2019 – another indication that
things are changing rapidly in this space.

some strong systems thinking and a lot
of collaboration – we look forward to this
transition.

LINEAR
ECONOMY

RECYCLING
ECONOMY

CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

A crucial change to our waste habits
starts at the source. The circular
economy is an economic system that
requires big changes in the way systems
are designed. Like nature, where very
little is truly wasted, we need to ensure
that things are made to last, be repaired
or remade, or made from materials that
can safely be returned into nature.
The benefit to a more circular system
is ensuring all the value invested in
materials is retained within a system,
rather than being disposed of at a cost
at the end of its useful life. We need to
re-learn and re-value our relationship
with nature.
We are trying to embed these concepts
into our everyday processes, and will
continue to share some examples with
you, such as our label backing, riser
waste and canteen packaging. The
success of this big idea will be reliant on

RACHEL BRODIE

SUSTAINABILITY &
COMMUNICATIONS
COORDINATOR
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WASTE TO LANDFILL
Since we introduced our sustainability
framework in 2011, we have put a considered
effort into reducing waste to landfill, with a
focus on the ‘Seven Rs’: refuse, replace, reduce,
reuse, repair, recycle and rot, to minimise our
environmental impact.
This year we introduced a new initiative called
‘Tip it Tuesday’. This is where one general waste
(landfill) bin is tipped out during each teams’
stand up meeting and the contents are reviewed.
The idea is to ensure that:
1. All general waste is in the correct bin
2. Anything that can be recycled is, and the
team members understand what can and can’t
be recycled for next time

our windrow compost system (more details about
this under riser waste and dust on page 31). This
is returning goodness to the earth in a way that
nature can process and has also led to a decrease
in landfill rubbish.
We have reduced the volume of waste to landfill
to 33 tonnes per year, which is less than 10% of
our overall waste generated. The breakdown of
this is five tonnes annually per million trays in
2013, compared to two tonnes per million trays
in 2018.
The epitome of our Big Little Wins concept, we
truly believe every little bit counts and even the
smallest changes can have a huge impact on the
environment in which we work – for good!

3. The team see what the top three general
wastes in their process are and can see if there
are other options to reduce this waste.
The results from the teams are sent off in a photo
and a list is compiled of all the landfill repeat
offenders. This enables us to see where to put our
focus as a company, and to start conversations
with our suppliers about how they can help us
transition to better options.
One example of this is changing the way things
are served in our canteen. We are using more
compostable packaging that we can include in
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TONNES OF WASTE TO LANDFILL PER MILLION TRAYS PACKED

REJECT FRUIT

Food waste and food poverty continue to be
in the spotlight, right the way along the supply
chain – from producers and packers, to the home
consumer. At Trevelyan’s we sell as much of the
crops as we can, including several grades into
different markets and also supply to processing
companies that make pastes, purees and frozen
fruits. Despite this, there is still an excess of more
than 4,000 tonnes of reject kiwifruit that we
send to farmers for stock food.
Community fridges and pantries have been a
great innovation in helping share excess food.
Located in a public space, this is a stand or
similar that enables food to be shared within a
community. Anyone can put food in and take
food out, with an aim to reduce food waste and
enable people facing hardship to have easy access
to fresh, nutritious food. These are turning up in
neighbourhoods across the globe.
One of the ways we are tackling food waste is
to support the Good Neighbour Food Rescue
organisation, which has a similar ethos. The
Good Neighbour team collects food that is
good enough to eat – but not good enough to
sell – and redistributes it to local community
organisations. The team sorts, repackages
and tailors it to the specific needs of each
organisation. Food can come from a variety of

sources including markets, supermarkets, cafés,
manufacturers and producers. It’s a win-win as
this model reduces any donor and recipient costs
of operations at the same time as supporting the
community and decreasing the impact of food
waste on our environment. It is also a great way
for Good Neighbour to build relationships within
the community and start conversations about
real issues being experienced in relation to food
poverty, such as budgeting, transitional needs
and emergencies.
During 2018, Trevelyan’s provided 19 tonnes of
fruit that would have been wasted to the local
community and a further 14 tonnes to other food
rescue operations in Auckland and Hawke’s Bay,
through connections with Good Neighbour.
The kiwifruit was distributed through a range
of not-for-profit organisations, including food
banks, community centres and youth trusts,
health and family organisations, Salvation Army,
Maori Women’s Welfare League, St Vincent
de Paul, St Peters House, Tauranga Women’s
Refuge, Homes of Hope, Shakti Ethnic Women’s
Support, Tauranga Overnight Shelter and Bellyful
meals for new mothers – and more.
There are also opportunities to increase this as
more methods of distribution are developed.
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ELECTRICITY
Electricity consumption is monitored and
minimised through thoughtful use and continual
technological innovation. Now at a cost of more
than $1.5m per annum, any Big Little Wins in this
area can deliver significant financial savings.
Our largest contributor to this cost, by far, is
our 35 coolstores which can hold more than
37,000 pallets when at capacity. There are
many components to the coolstore refrigeration
systems, and many have been in service for up to
30 years. As we invest in new technologies and
build new coolstores, we are also looking closely
at the individual parts of the plant for incremental
gains in energy efficiency. One example of this
is using waste heat from the refrigeration plant
compressors to complete a defrost cycle in
the evaporators. Another is looking at a more
efficient fan design, to send cool air further and
more often around the coolstore, while using the
same or less energy.
Other energy saving initiatives include half
lighting options around our site and the transition
to LED lightbulbs as older lighting needs
replacing. These are managed through occupancy
sensors and are standard in the new builds.
Reminder labels on light switches and equipment
encourage staff to turn electrical equipment off
when it’s not in use and our IT policies include
sleep modes on equipment when possible.
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In 2018, the cost of electricity saw some
large peaks, due to an occasional lack of
hydrogeneration. We purchase on the wholesale
spot market, which means we are exposed to
wins and losses over time. We also have different
rates for peak and off-peak times. Managing
cool storage activities (such as defrost, startups, maintenance and changes in temperature)
through manual timers in plant rooms means we
can ‘smooth’ our demand and maximise use in
lower cost time spots.
Our carbon footprint has been calculated
based on the fact that we consume electricity
taken from the national grid (like all other
New Zealand businesses). That said, our chosen
electricity supplier purchases electricity from
a company that only generates electricity from
100% renewable sources. Although we do not
get a direct benefit from this in our footprint
calculation, we will continue to do this to support
renewable energy generation. If all businesses
were to do this over time, the amount of nonrenewable electricity in the national mix will
reduce and we will all benefit.

About

THIS REPORT
This is Trevelyan’s Pack and Cool Ltd’s fifth annual sustainability report,
released in May 2019. It contains no restatements of previously reported
information and is designed to be read in conjunction with the 2014, 2015,
2016 and 2017 reports available on our website. It applies the Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI) G4 framework (‘in accordance’ core option).
The Sustainability Co-ordinator and Executive Director are responsible for ensuring
we deliver an inclusive, transparent and complete report. This is achieved through
a continual process of identifying material issues based on all feedback channels,
prioritising the impacts of these issues and then having the report reviewed for
completion. External assurance has not been formally conducted.
We welcome your feedback on this report. For more information on this document or
any of its contents, please contact:
rachelbrodie@trevelyan.co.nz
www.trevelyan.co.nz
310 No. 1 Road, R.D.2
Te Puke, 3182
New Zealand
Phone (07) 573 0085

While due care has been taken in compiling this report, the information is given in good faith. Trevelyan’s Pack and Cool Ltd will
not accept liability for any omissions, errors or mistakes in the information, or any reliance on the information by any party.
This report has been printed using certified sustainable paper and biodegradable vegetable-based printing inks.
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